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headline :::
Check out the new design for www.brimhall.com.  

Now with more information available.  
Many more improvements scheduled  

for release for the rest of our websites coming soon. 

seminars :::

March 30-April 1

Basic, Interm. & Adv. 

Dr. John Brimhall  
Baltimore, MD 

NW Mid-Atlantic  
866-502-1200 

or 302-478-5090

April 20-22 

Basic, Interm. & Adv. 

Dr. John Brimhall  
San Jose, CA 

NW Northern 
California  

877-692-2644 
or 209-543-1914

April 20-22 

Basic, Interm. & Adv. 

Dr. David Lee  
Lincoln, NE 

NW Central  
800-383-0537 

or 515-276-2919

 
PATIENTS EXPERIENCE MIRACLES - BRIMHALL PROTOCOL

This weeks Health Puzzle Piece is provided by Dr. Jesse Liebman who shares his miracle results 
from the use of the Brimhall Protocol. 

History

A famous N.F.L. player is referred to my office by a local gym owner. The gym owner says that 
his athlete friend has severe back and rib pain and nobody can figure out where it is coming 
from, including the team orthopedist and neurologist. Patient history indicated the pain as 
lower thoracic pain, left sided, over toward the rib cage. It caused the patient to be leaning in 
an antalgic position.

Treatment
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STEP 1

I adjusted the lumbar spine with the Adjustor instrument while my assistant held the violet 
laser on the spine covering sacrum up to the base of the skull. I also adjusted some anterior 
thoracic subluxations.

STEP 2

Fascial restrictions were found over the coccyx, L3, and left femur head . So the percussor was 
applied to those areas while my assistant lasered the same points.

STEP 3

With the patient supine I cleared a category 2 sacroiliac subluxation with S.O.T. blocks , while 
percussing the sacroiliac joints.

STEP 4

Still supine, we cleared out lumbar discs L4 and L5 on the left, and also found some thoracic 
discs on the left side, which were corrected with the Adjustor on the anterior of the body. Again 
the laser was used on all these points, backing me up through the adjustment process.

STEP 5

This was the home run....Mr. N.F.L. was still kind of groaning, so I knew there was something 
missing. I muscle tested for a dropped kidney, which I stroked downward on the kidney. They 
tested weak bilaterally. Patient supine, I percussed just above the ASIS with an inferior to 
superior line of drive with the intent to lift the kidney upward. While doing this my assistant 
was lasering at the top of the skull to balance the cranium. Within 15 seconds there was a 
major softening of the tissues around the kidney and rib cage.

All of this work took about 10 minutes, which is actually a long office visit in my office. Mr. N.F.
L. left the office, according to the staff up front, in amazement, and they think with a tear in his 
eyes. The gym owner called me an hour later saying that Mr. N.F.L called him from his cell 
phone, screaming "I'm Healed, I'm Healed!!!"

The funny thing is I expect this to happen on every patient when we use Dr. Brimhall's 
protocols. It's just a lot more fun when it happens to my all time favorite football hero growing 
up in Philly...

This is an exciting and fulfilling case where we can get such a WOW in diagnosis, treatment and 
results. We thank Dr Jesse for this case history and welcome yours.

It is important that we give these patients after injury Nutri-West’s Total Joint Repair, Total 
Mitochondria (if it tests), Total Inflamm and in this case Core Level Kidney. Also test for any 
hidden infections and support with Virx, Multimune, Total Yeast etc.
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Don't Miss Out!!!

A complete Six Step Protocol always 
includes detoxification to rid the body 
of toxins released during treatment. 

Call the Dream Team to order an EB 
Pro with Arrays and SAVE big during 
this Erchonia approved special.

 

Dr. Brimhall's Health Puzzle Piece is a weekly email newsletter distribution that has been brought to you by the collaborative 
efforts of the Brimhall Wellness Team. All newsletters are published and available at www.BrimhallPuzzlePiece.com a 
division of Health Path Products, LLC.

The above statements have not been evaluated by the FDA. The nutritional information, suggestions, and research provided 
are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent disease and should not be used as a substitute for sound medical advice. 
Please see your health care professional in all matters pertaining to your physical health.
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